This article (i) iterates what is meant by credit risks and the mathematical-statistical modelling thereof, (ii) elaborates the conceptual and technical links between credit risk modelling and capital adequacy framework for financial institutions, particularly as per the New Capital Accord (Basel II)'s Internal Ratings-Based (IRB) approach, (iii) proffer a simple and intuitive taxonomy on contemporary credit risk modelling methodologies, and (iv) discuses in some details a number of key models pertinent, in various stages of development, to various application areas in the banking and financial sector.
INTRODUCTION
Whereas a dictionary definition of "credit risk" merely alludes to the possibility of the borrower not returning the amount of money borrowed from the lender when due, as per agreed upon at the time of lending, a regulatory perspective necessarily generalises the notion of "credit" to a large class of business activities that financial institutions operate. As a corollary, the notion of "credit risk" also generalises to encompass all kinds of risk phenomena associated with said business. This article properly begins by defining credit risks from three distinct lines of banking businesses that cradle around three distinct lines of financial products: loans, bonds, and derivatives.
What is Credit Risk?
Credit Risks, along with Market/Price Risks and Operational Risks, comprise the main types of Financial Risks, by which is meant risks that are (i) measured in monetary units, (ii) arisen from/rooted in financial-market variables/financial-institution factors, (iii) managed by means of financial techniques/tools, and/or (iv) seen as being intrinsic/integral to the system of financial markets/institutions.
In and of itself, credit risk refers to the possibility and probability of financially relevant losses arising from credit events, which in turns are defined in general terms thus:
For bank loans -credit risks cover all of the followings:
-Default risk pertains to the risk of significant losses due to failed principal and/or interest payments, whence including in this definition counterparty risk, i.e. the possibility of one's failing to honour transactional promises, thereby leading to significant opportunity losses arising from attempts to seek substitute transactions, which in some cases may not be possible. In other words, by letting both defaults on payments and such counterparty failures be referred to collectively as default events, default risk is seen as the specialisation of credit risks by virtue of the fact that whole of default events forms a strict subset within the universe of possible credit events. For modelling purposes, default events are most naturally captured by a random variable (r.v.) with a Bernoulli distribution, with Probability of Default (PD) as the one and only (distributional) parameter. In a sense, the determination of a default event occurring is akin to tossing a highly-skewed coin, with the probability of landing 'Head' (for default) much smaller than 1 in 2, with most cases landing 'Tail' (for non-default): -Collateral risk involves uncertainty in the realisable value of collateral assets in the event of default actually occurring. In a quantitative model, it is captured as Loss Given Default (LGD) in various guises, namely a simple numerical constant, a means parameter governing the distribution of some random variable, a function of time or other variables, or itself a random variable, etc., depending on the level of details and modelling methodology.
-Drawdown risk arises in connections with contingent claim products and open credit lines. It is captured with the quantity Exposure At Default (EAD) that, as with LGD, may be specified simply as a numerical constant or otherwise.
For bonds/fixed-income securities/debt instruments, whereupon there exist independent credit rating agencies who rate the creditworthiness of various debt issues and their issuers on a finite alpha-numeric ordinal scale, credit risks refer to downgrade risk, as every time a credit rating agency announces a 'credit downgrade', replacing one credit-rating grade with another a 'notch' or more lower down, or even a simple 'credit watch/alert', the implicated securities immediately suffer loss in value, as they are marked-to-market with new discount rates, ones reflecting yet higher credit spreads, i.e. discount rate differentials above (credit) risk-free bonds. Note that within this context, default event corresponds to the bottommost credit grade. Also, in this context a credit upgrade resulting in a marked-to-market gain in value may be interpreted in terms of upside risks.
For credit derivatives including credit default swaps (CDS), credit linked notes (CLN), collateralised debt obligations (CDO), and structured products of various types, credit risks refer to financial risks resulting from credit derivative deals and transactions, whereupon the exact nature of credit events depend on how they are stipulated in the derivatives contracts, so as to include, among the possibilities, single-name/multi-name bond default/downgrade, accounting/technical insolvency, business/corporate bankruptcy, debt/payment restructuring, and so on.
What is a Credit Risk Model?
Quantitative model refers to a "toy model" endowed with critical a number of mathematical properties obtained from real-life entities or systems, whereby an analyst may experiment with different details and configurations of various model components in order to engender in-depth understanding of the mechanisms, processes, as well as behaviours of the real item or system under realistic situations, especially where there are technical, time, cost, and/or ethical constraints prohibiting experimentation with real-life objects.
Financial risk management process comprises 4 main steps, namely to: 1. IDENTIFY/define, 2. MEASURE/assess, 3. MITIGATE/manage, and 4. REVIEW/report the pertinent financial risks. Contemporary risk management concepts abide strictly by the principle that any risk that can be mitigated must be quantitatively measured first.
Credit-risk models in this context therefore refer simply to quantitative models employed toward the task of measuring the extents of credit risks concerned. Nowadays, credit risk modelling is almost always based on probability theory and principally utilises statistical tools for performing analyses, so that probability distribution assumptions and parametric estimation techniques are often required.
In terms of multiplicity of the financial obligors involved, both varieties or credit risk models, namely single-obligor credit-risk models (for individual loans/bond issues and single-name credit derivatives) as well as multiple-obligor credit-risk models (for bank loan/bond investment portfolios and multi-name credit derivatives), exist and play complementary roles.
On the other hand, contemplating along the line of how analytical results are put to use, credit risk models may be categorized into 6 application areas/groups, namely:
Credit Determinant Models are single-obligor credit risk models used mostly in the analysis of individual bank loans, especially in the retail lending line of business:
-Beginning with the development of Credit Scoring Model (Altman, 1968) , which, having empirically determined a set of relevant obligor attributes and corresponding factor-loading coefficients, then produces real-valued a credit score to be used in discriminating (potential) loan clients on the basis of creditworthiness:
-From this develops Loan Decision Model which compares a raw credit score against some specified threshold values and hence transforms it into a decision variable, such as whether to approve a particular loan as it stands, request more information and/or modify terms of lending, and so on:
-And with sufficient accumulated data on historical defaults/non-defaults, it is possible to pursue a Statistical PD Estimation Model, for instance by converting the signal output from a credit scoring model into a numerical PD estimate, whose value by definition ranges from 0 (certain not to default) to being 100% certain of a default event:
In any event, whether the aim is credit scoring, loan decision, or statistical PD estimation, the ex post model performance depends on the inherent discriminatory power of the statistical inference engine that lies of the heart of any such methodology once applied to real-application data.
Rating Transition Models are single-obligor credit risk models used mostly in the analysis of rated corporate bonds, especially those that trade in secondary markets with sufficient liquidity, often relying on Discrete-/Continuous-Time Markov Chain (MC) as the key theoretical constructs. Such models create a set of transition probabilities from one credit rating grade (on an ordinal, alpha-numeric scale) to another, the whole of which is summarised into a transition probability matrix. As "D for default" constitutes the lowest possible grade, PD estimates are included in the corresponding bottom row of the matrix. Such a matrix also forms the basis from which Credit Spreads/Term Structure Models are derived.
Default Process Models are single-obligor credit risk models used mostly in the analysis of individual bank loans, especially large corporate loans. Here default event is modelled with some stochastic process, from which PD estimates may then be derived. Default process models come in two fairly distinct types, namely:
-Structural Default (Asset-value) Models set out to model asset value process   0 ,  t A t rather explicitly, whence over any horizon a default arises whenever the obligor's balance sheet got so structurally weak so as to be unable to continue operating as a going concern, the simplest case being one of insolvency, i.e.
whence PD is derived from the 'risk-neutral-world' probability associated with such an event.
-Default Intensity (Reduced-form) Models set out to model (stochastic) default arrival process Credit Portfolio Models are multiple-obligor credit risk models used in the analysis of bank loan/bond investment portfolios, enlisting such theoretical developments and modelling tools as Bernoulli mixture models and Copula dependency models. Such techniques are also relevant in the analysis of double default risk (when an obligor with credit guarantor defaults, it's also possible for the credit guarantor, now taking the original obligor's place, to also default), PD-LGD correlation (when LGD is a random quantity that correlates statistically with the default event), and credit-market risk correlation (when credit events and market events are not completely independent). Often, credit portfolio models involve two-stage randomness, i.e. one randomness accounts for the number of credit events, each of which gives rise to another randomness associated with individual losses, where summing up individual losses generally calls for a mathematical concept/technique of convolution.
Moreover, there are Credit Derivatives Models (Chaplin, 2005; Meissner, 2005) used in the financial engineering process of designing, conducting research and development, productionising and pricing, i.e. calculating the financial cost of implementing a requisite hedging programme for all outstanding credit derivatives transactions/deals.
Finally there are Model Validation Tools, which are not models or modelled results in the above sense, but refer to analytical tools used in reviewing/testing/validating a model in terms of being theoretically sound as well as empirically supported (forecast errors, goodness of fit, etc.). As such, model validation tools find their uses more in middle-office/business-control applications than in front-end/business-line applications.
Credit Risk Models in relation to Capital Adequacy Framework
Risk Capitals, Economic Capitals & Capital Adequacy Framework -Risk Capitals within the context of credit risks in banking refers to the level of equity capital deemed sufficient to absorb financial losses from all realised credit events without affecting the ability to honour financial obligations, stipulated at some statistical confidence level deemed sufficient in the eyes of supervisory authority in her capacity as fiduciary over public deposits and credit rating agencies in their capacity as monitoring agents on behalf of principals, i.e. those who lend to financial institutions and/or hold papers issued by them.
Economic Capitals (EC) refers to risk capitals estimated at a given statistical level of confidence, which depends on equity shareholders' requirements (as indicated by the cost of equity capitals) and bondholders' requirements (as indicated by the cost of debt capitals). For public companies, determining EC involves an additional consideration, namely agency credit rating, i.e. should a public company wish to continue its 'AA' rating, and so on.
Capital Adequacy Framework for safeguarding bank assets' exposure to credit risks refers to the standard and measure in specifying the minimum level of bank capital, i.e. the Regulatory Minimum Capital (RC), that serves as a protection of general deposit accounts from financial losses arisen from credit events, stipulated at some statistical confidence level established by the regulatory authority and enforced by the supervisory agency, taking into account the natural trade-off between the will to protect the public and the desire to ease compliance costs so that banks remain operationally profitable. At any rate, RC specification cites conservatism as the guiding principle; whereas EC estimation cites accuracy as the guiding principle.
Obtaining 
Begin with the definition of Expected Loss (EL), set to coincide with the means of said loss distribution:
Being non-decreasing, the generalised inversewhich is the same as the usual function inverse when the distribution function is continuous and strictly increasing over the distributional support -of such a loss distribution exists and is called the quantile function:
From which:
Now EC -whence ideally RC as well -can be estimated in terms of Credit Value-at-Risk (CreditVaR) calculation, taken at the
Moreover, Unexpected Loss (UL) may be defined as the standard deviation (SD) of the loss distribution:
So that Credit-VaR can also be stated as an 0  m multiple of UL:
Credit Risk Models Capable of Generating Credit
Portfolio's Loss Distribution -Clearly, of all the 6 application areas or model groups, only credit portfolio models (group 4) are capable of generating loss distribution as well as EC/RC information at the credit portfolio level. And in practice, any modelling framework capable of estimating EC could form a basis for specifying RC, any qualitative differences being minimal. As a matter of course, EC and RC do differ in quantitative terms, with higher statistical confidence level for the latter but more frequent updating required for the former. And so technological developments with regards to EC estimation techniques can be seen to progress along side attempts to align RC specification concepts with EC results.
Note how the first 3 model groups (credit determinant, rating transition, and default process models) at best only produce parametric information of loss distribution at the individual Credit Item/Credit-Risk Sensitive Asset level
thereby denying the degree of representation and realism required to serve as a foundation for the capital adequacy framework for financial institutions. In fact, it's generally the case that:
But then again, if it is preferable to accept a risk model with the property that should it err, it should err on the conservative side, then it would practical to accept, as a matter of definition:
Credit Risk Models in relation to Basel II
At present, contemporary with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)'s release of New Capital Accord (Basel II), live implementations of credit portfolio models capable of generating credible EC/RC figures are few and far between, with the majority of credit risk modelling tools still devoted to single-obligor PD estimation, never mind a complete loss distribution (for PD is but a component of EL, and unless EAD and LGD are simple numerical constants, PD alone says insufficiently little about the value of UL nor the type of statistical distribution that should be used).
Taking all the above into considerations, it is no wonder that the heart of Basel II, in particular the application of Internal Ratings-Based (IRB) Approach in determining capital adequacy with respect to credit risk exposures, largely concerns taking results from single-obligor credit risk models already in use with financial institutions and translating them into credit risk contribution to EC estimation, that is, by way of a certain device, namely the (Basel II IRB's) Risk-Weight Functions (RWF) Summarily, RWF was designed specifically to overcome 2 modelling constraints:
1. To do away with the need to develop a fullyfledged credit risk portfolio models, as only singleobligor credit models are widely available.
2. To go ahead and forge EC/RC/UL/CreditVaR calculation even though no 2 nd -/higher-order moments information is available, as PD estimation models can only estimate PD (which when multiplied expected EAD/LGD can only produce 1 st -moment statistics)
That RWF is able to overcome these 2 modelling constraints is down to a theoretical construct named Asymptotic Single Risk Factor (ASRF), whereby:
1. The 'asymptotic' part of the assumption enables multiple-obligor credit risk to be calculated simply by adding together "correlation-adjusted" single-obligor credit risk measures, in other words without having to recomputed credit portfolio risk every time a credit item is introduced to the portfolio, due to credit correlation effects, which would otherwise render such an incremental calculation highly erroneous. This is exactly what is referred to as the special "portfolio invariant" property of the risk measure.
2. The 'single risk factor' part of the assumption enables the synthesis of 2 nd -moment statistics (UL) from 1 st -moment statistics (EL), that is, by transforming "unconditional EL" into "conditional EL", wherein instead an additional parametric assumption known as factor correlation had been introduced vis-à-vis single-obligor credit quality and systematic factor signifying economic duress.
In any event, even though the credit risk aspect of the capital adequacy framework really calls for credit portfolio models (4 th application area credit risk models) as the basis for calculating RC, etc., due to practical and technological limitations, i.e. the fact that credit portfolio modelling have not "matured" in the same way that loan discriminant, rating transition, and default process models have, Basel II stipulates thus:
SURVEY
This section shall survey core developments in credit risk modelling with respect to the 4 main application areas, namely loan discriminant, rating transition, default process, and credit portfolio models, leaving out of the discussion credit derivatives models and various model validation tools, progressing along the following credit risk model taxonomy: as such: 
sophistication, respectively, from LDA to Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik, 1992) , and from binary regression to Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Pao, 1989 To work with such a transition probability matrix, devise a rating state vector: 
Moreover, in practice suppose there were a set of 1-year forward term structures of interests, one for each credit-rating grade (all except 'Default'), computing a credit risk-adjusted bond pricing could be done in a straightforward manner. First discount all future cashflows according to the 1-year forward rates for each credit-rating grade. Then multiply the forward prices corresponding to each grade with the probability of transiting to that grade and add up the weighted sum (for 'Default', substitute recovery value instead), for instance: Moreover, should such a transition probability matrix remain constant from one year to the next, a stochastic-process property known as stationarity (particularly relevant for the through-the-cycle credit-rating regime), rating probability vectors can be calculated beyond just 1 year thus:
All these theoretical/computational niceties subsume under a Stationary (Finite-State) Markov Chain (MC) model. On the other hand, should it be preferable to reflect short-term dynamics (particularly relevant for the point-in-time creditrating regime), then it becomes necessary to give up the stationarity property, thereby allowing the transition probability matrix, not merely to update, but to change meaningfully from one year to the next. Moreover, the Markov (Memorylessness) property may not hold in reality, such as when empirical studies suggest that debt issues/issuers sharing the same current grade may transit according to different transition probability vectors, depending on last year's rating grades, therefore distinguishing those who came from a higher grade (credit deterioration), those who remain in the same grade, and those who came from a lower grade (credit improvement). This requires modelling with Non-Markov/Process with Memory.
Continuous-Time Finite-State Transition -
Note how MC is akin to a situation whereby credit ratings are adjusted all at once, once a year. But in reality, credit-rating agencies change rating grades whenever the circumstances warrant, so that a more realistic downgrade risk model should be based on Continuous-Time Markov Process, where instead of citing the transition probability matrix 
With this one generator matrix it would be possible to derive transition probability matrix over any time horizon 
As such  is said to generate  . Indeed,  is not required to staty constant. For instance, it could itself be random, such as in a Stochastic Transition Intensity Model (Lando, 1998) 
Default Process Models
Evidently as a simple default event corresponds to Bernoulli random variable, its complete description requires only one statistical parameter
known specifically as PD within the default risk context. So with sufficient historical default/nondefault data for each group of credit assets, estimating PD should be a straightforward case of dividing the number of defaulted cases by the total number of cases, say, within a year. This would provide statistically consistent point estimate for the underlying PD.
One of the main problems faced in actual application involves so-called low-default portfolio, such as a portfolio of AAA-rated bonds, none of which, throughout history, has yet to default within a 1-year horizon. Another involves estimating PD for credit items with highly individual characteristics, not amenable to classification to any class of credit assets for which PD has been estimated beforehand. On the other hand, there might be other sources of information that could be brought to bear on the statistical analysis of creditworthiness and business potentials of a particular obligor. Or there could be modelling methodologies that better reflect the default process in some details, as opposed to having just the annual PD as the summary statistics. At any rate the idea is to begin by modelling the default process as realistically as possible, from which the PD estimate could then be derived whenever desired. Principally there are 2 groups of such approaches, based on how the default process is to be modelled: 2.3.1 Structural Default (Asset-value) Modelsbegins with identifying equity position's limited liability as a long call option in firm assets, whereupon the application of Black-Scholes-Merton (Black & Scholes, 1973; Merton, 1973) options pricing theory yields, in addition to the modeled call price, the risk neutral probability by which the call option will expire 'in the money', this probability thus equates to ' 
Further assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the rhs of the obligor's balance sheet consists of 2 items, namely the equity capital t C and a single liability in the form of a bullet bond with remaining maturity t T  and face value K , so that at maturity the equity will be valued:
Should the default event is defined simply as:
Then at any time T t  , it would be possible to estimate the value of the PD parameter (approximately, since real investors do not make decisions under 'risk neutrality') from the Black & Scholes' Call Pricing Formula, which specifies Call Delta thus:
But should default event be defined thus: (Black & Cox, 1976) .
At any rate, in actual applications the point is hardly ever about calculating
requires not just the marked-to-market value of firm assets, but also an accurate estimation of the  parameter governing the asset value process), but the true contribution of this model is to iterate the concept that PD is a function of a 'distance' between asset and liability, weighted in units of asset volatility  , whereby such a statistical quantity
has been termed the distance-to-default (D2D) (Avellaneda & Zhu, 2001 ). For example, one may perform a sort of statistical calibration between ex ante D2D and ex post default event in order to come up with a statistically verifiable mapping between D2D and PD estimate.
Such a data calibration-based mapping can then be encapsulated and sold as a commercial software 2.3.2 Default Intensity (Reduced-form) Modelsbegins with identifying corporate default process with human mortality, production faults, etc., which focuses expediently on the rate by which infrequent events arrive, known in default risk application context as the (Forward) Default Intensity/Hazard Rate 0   (Duffie & Singleton, 2003) , where an interval of time over which the default intensity is relatively high will correspond to a relatively high PD value. This default intensity may be a simple numerical constant, a means parameter governing the distribution of some random variable, a function of time or other variables, or itself a random variable. Indeed the latter case, known as (Doubly) Stochastic Default (Intensity) Models, may borrow heavily from various elements within the Term Structure of Interests Modelling framework build around the instantaneous forward/short rate (evolution of an idealised rate of interest over an instantaneous moment in time) concept, for example, in using the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) (Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross, 1985) type of stochastic process to drive stochastic default intensity thus:
Credit Portfolio Models

2.4.1
Default/Rating Transition Correlation Approaches -for a credit portfolio, i.e. simultaneous, partial exposures to credit risks of 1  n obligors, begin, as per single-obligor case, to define individual default events with Bernoulli random variables, when the objective of the exercise is to find the total number of default events over a period of time for a particular credit portfolio:
As such, the statistical description of The case with Heterogeneous + Zero Rating Correlation: Instead of working with a rating probability vector for a given credit-risky bond, one can work with a joint rating probability matrix for 2  n credit-risky bonds (but no more, as a matrix is a 2-dimensional object, beyond which the mathematical handle comes in the form of ndimensional tensor). With zero correlation, such a matrix could be obtained by straightforward performing an 'outer' multiplication between the two rating probability vectors. Consider, for example, a portfolio of one 'BB' bond and one 'A' bond, the difference accounts for why such a combination is said to form a heterogeneous portfolio (strictly pedagogical example, as no reallife bond portfolio is likely to be of size
In reality, however, default correlation will neither be perfect (default correlation of one) nor totally absent (zero default correlation), but will be something in-between the two polar opposites, making portfolio-level analysis of credit risk rather difficult. This is in stark contrast to modelling return correlations among equity shares, where Nonetheless methods for analysing correlated credit risks do exist; they come in 3 flavours:
-Homogeneous Bernoulli Mixture -attempts to achieve realism that lies between perfect and zero default correlation. This it does by enabling the PD parameter to change randomly, on the one hand, and letting individual default events be i.i.d., on the other, but only once the value of the PD parameter is determined.
So individual obligor defaults independently, all the while utilising the same stochastic parameter, that perhaps reflects different stages of the business cycle, i.e. low PD for cycle peaks, and so on. Since the distribution of the sums of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables is in fact the Binomial distribution, the result is equivalent to taking a number of binomial distributions and 'mixing' them up in the following manner: Note that by comparing with the extreme (perfect or zero correlation) cases at the same mean: It is clear how the Binomial Mixture model yields a standard deviation which is somewhere between the two extreme cases. Shape-wise, the Bernoulli mixture distribution is also somewhere between the bi-valued shape of the Bernoulli and the hill-like shape of the binomial: (Crouhy, Galai, and Mark, 2000) begins with the observation that generalizing from univariate to multivariate Normal simply involves introducing the correlation parameters to within the variance-covariance matrix, but an extension from univariate Bernoulli to "multivariate Bernoulli" distribution is not available. So the approach here is to convert univariate Bernoulli distribution into univariate Normal distribution first, extend to multivariate Normal distribution by incorporating the correlation parameters, then convert back to a sort of "multivariate Bernoulli" distribution, furnished with a hidden correlation structure. In practice it's arguably acceptable to proxy this type of credit-risk related correlation structure with marketrisk related structure of equity-return correlations, citing the same sort of arguments used by structural default models to link market risk factors with credit risk factors: What is good about this is that extending from multi-obligor default to multi-obligor rating correlation is straightforward. The downside is that in practice, it's impossible to calculate directly the joint default/rating probability for a portfolio of size As normally these types of models will require complex computations to obtain numerical result for which there is often no closed-form mathematical expression, the use of Numerical Methods (Brandimarte, 2001 ) and/or Monte Carlo Simulation (Glasserman, 2004 ) will be necessary.
2.4.2
Stochastic Loss Arrival/Convolution Approaches -involves 2 modelling steps: modelling (Default) Count and (Default) Severity, followed by synthesising the two into the total loss distribution the aggregate, whereby individual default severities, one from each default event, are added up to register a single value, the essential feature here being that the number of defaults is given by default count, a random quantity. As for default severity, given that default count turns out to be 
, where each individual loss is generally assumed to be independently distributed, i.e. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It can be said that the ultimate aim of modelling financial risks, be they credit, market/price, or operational, is to establish individual and portfoliolevel gain/loss distributions. Quick comparisons reveal that for market/price risks: (i) gain/loss distribution is on the whole symmetric, with nearly as much upside as downside opportunities (ii) this gain/loss distribution always exhibits itself (due to continuous marking-to-market) and (iii) in the aggregate, correlation structure plays the key role in shaping the risk profile at the portfolio level. For operational risks: (i) there is only severity (of loss) distribution, with no upside to speak of, (ii) this severity distribution, by the very nature of 'high impact' risk, materialises once in a long while, and (iii) in the aggregate, correlation structure is nearly meaningless. In this light, credit risks lie somewhere in between: (i) loss distribution is mostly about downside potentials, with occasional upside potentials in the form of credit-rating upgrades, or surprised gains from collateral disposals, (ii) this loss distribution manifests itself regularly, not updating as frequently as for market/price risks, nor as elusive as in the case of operational risks, unless one focuses strictly on low default portfolio, and (iii) in the aggregate, correlation structure plays a crucial, but not overwhelming role in the analysis of portfolio-level exposure. Indeed credit correlation structure is crucial as a basis for a thorough process of credit risk analysis, yet while the technology is not so widespread, proxy mechanisms, such as Basel II's IRB RWF, may be forced into service, using little more than information involving just single-obligor loss distribution.
This article surveys and organises credit risk models, specifically the loan discriminant, rating transition, and default process models of singleobligor credit risks, which are most relevant to the capital adequacy framework a la Basel II, as well as a number of credit portfolio levels, which henceforth shall form the backbone of credit risk modelling and analysis for financial institutions. 
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